
Host Gilles says:
Down in Engineering, everyone is hurled against the bulkheads as the ship lurches. Their eardrums resonate painfully as the sound of a massive explosion echoes through the room. It was the sound of an internal explosion. The shock waves pulling the Pharaoh off her course into a spiral at warp speed.

Host Gilles says:
The ship's computer automatically shuts down the engines. The engineering crew stares at each other for a moment then spring into action attempting to determine what happened. The source of the explosion is on the bridge. They are on their own...

Host Gilles says:
Turbolifts are non-functional for decks 2 and above. The emergency stairway to the bridge is covered with debris from deck 2 to deck 1. All communications from the bridge are cut off. Internal sensors from the bridge are also offline. All computer systems on the bridge are offline.

Host Gilles says:
The pattern of destruction on the bridge radiates from the port side of the bridge to the outer walls. The inner sheathing on the port side of the bridge is gone and the outer hull shows sign of weakening, the outer sheathing could go any minute.

Host Gilles says:
CEO Davis is in Engineering, unhurt, just trying to figure out what to do now. 

FCO Khrex will be pinned under debris from his chair and helm console. He is unconscious.

Host Gilles says:
CTO Llynisika is on the right side of the bridge. Her chair having taken most of the blast, she lost consciousness. She will not be able to hear at all. (Until I say so) Andorian hearing is very sensitive. 

CSO Stidd was next to her heading for his seat but never made it.  He is slumped over his chair a few pieces of metal and plastic stuck in his upper back. He is unconscious.

Host Gilles says:
XO McGrady was thrown towards the viewscreen and impacted hard on his right side. His right shoulder is dislocated. Compound fracture of his elbow and forearm. Radius & Ulna broken. Hip broken. LOTS OF PAIN. Conscious but immobile.

Host Gilles says:
Captain Trelan received lots of debris from the left side. He was also thrown through the right console. Lots of superficial cuts and lots in internal damage. He is bloody and coughing up blood, conscious but barely.

Host Gilles says:
The crew on the bridge ears are still ringing loudly...

Host Gilles says:
<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<< Resume Mission >>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>

CSO Stidd says:
:: Unconscious on the bridge slumped over his chair at SCI 1 station::

Host CO Trelan says:
:: moans ::

XO McGrady says:
::lying twisted, broken, completely immobile, and in intense pain by the viewscreen.  Can't think clearly due to the shock, and can't move his body at all::

CTO Llynisika says:
::Laying on her console from the waist up, unconscious::

EO Ens Hymes says:
CEO: we must stop the ship and drop out of warp.

MO Tymes says:
:: administers a hypo to the Captain ::

Host Gilles says:
ACTION: The ship's computer drops the ship out of warp automatically.

EO Enginebuster says:
::rushes to the nearest console and begins frantically tapping::

MO2_Ikabar says:
::making her way up a ladder to the bridge::

CTO Llynisika says:
::Antennae twitch slightly, sporadically::

CEO Davis says:
EO Hymes: I need you to get a damage control team together and head up to the bridge with the medics.  The Computer can't verify the emergency bulkheads.  Those hull integrity fields won't hold forever....

XO McGrady says:
::mumbles some incoherent phrase about chocolate penguins::

EO Ens Hymes says:
CEO: Yes sir

MO2_Ikabar says:
::pushes some debris out of the way and opens a hatch::

EO Ens Hymes says:
::ok I am going to need a damage control team with me were heading for the bridge and get some MO come with us::

MO2_Ikabar says:
*CEO*:  We can't get to the bridge!

CEO Davis says:
::jogs over to where EO Enginebuster is:: Enginebuster: Route all available emergency power to the inertial dampeners...  I don't want this thing to move an inch.

MO2_Ikabar says:
::starts chucking stuff out of the way trying to gain entrance::

CEO Davis says:
::hears the Com and taps his com badge::  *MO2* Stand by....   

EO Enginebuster says:
::nods:: CEO: Aye, Sir! :: begins the power reroute as ordered::

CEO Davis says:
Computer: Computer, recalibrate short range sensors and center them to deck one.  Display data on Main Status Display in Main Engineering.....

MO2_Ikabar says:
::continues removing debris but feels she is making little headway::

EO Ens Hymes says:
EO Enginebuster: Let’s get to the bridge and will need some MO.

MO Tymes says:
Self: Where are those medics!?

XO McGrady says:
Blabber:  Froggy...froggy!

EO Ens Hymes says:
::heads for the bridge with working stuff::

MO2_Ikabar says:
::swears in frustration::

Host Gilles says:
Computer: CEO: Unable to comply sensors damaged. Cannot give a reading of that area

MO Tymes says:
:: steadies the CO, then moves across the bridge, stepping over the piles of debris to the helm ::

CEO Davis says:
Computer: Status, Long Range Sensors...:: frantically moves back to the status display table::

MO Tymes says:
:: begins moving several large chunks of plastic and metal, attempting to get to the FCO ::

CEO Davis says:
Self: We gotta get a picture of what's going on in there....

CEO Davis says:
::tapping frantically on the panel::

Host Gilles says:
<Computer> CEO: Long range sensors offline

EO Ens Hymes says:
Computer: Computer: what is the quickest way to the bridge.....

MO2_Ikabar says:
*MO*:  What's the situation?  We can't gain access to the bridge.

CEO Davis says:
::pounds console in anger::  Self: Is ANYTHING working?

EO Enginebuster says:
::nods at the other EO and quickly hands off the reroute to an EO Ank'lbyter::

EO Enginebuster says:
CEO: Permission to join Hymes' team, Sir?

CEO Davis says:
::looking at sensor diagnostics::  Self: Electromagnetic pulse...   ::sigh::  Someone is doing this....  

CTO Llynisika says:
::Once in a while, a finger twitches.  Then her lips move, as if she is talking::

EO Ens Hymes says:
*CEO*: I am on my way to the bridge.

MO Tymes says:
*Ikabar*: I have the Captain stable. I have several officers in need of assistance. I'm trying to attend to each in turn.

CEO Davis says:
EO Enginebuster: Go.  Report as soon as you gain access.

CEO Davis says:
*EO* Acknowledged

MO2_Ikabar says:
::continues trying to clear a path to the door::

Host Gilles says:
ACTION: The debris on the stairwell to the bridge has been removed by 1/4

CSO Stidd says:
::Is in the healing trance::

CEO Davis says:
Relief OPS: Reopen the channel....

EO Enginebuster says:
::nods and quickly grabs an emergency kit::

FCO Khrex says:
::opens his eyes::

EO Enginebuster says:
::runs out the door and looks around for Hymes::

EO Ens Hymes says:
::heading for one of the JF tubes::

FCO Khrex says:
::looking around at the commotion::

CEO Davis says:
Com: Mayday Mayday Mayday....  To anyone within the sound of my voice, this is the USS Pharaoh.  Please Respond....

MO Tymes says:
*Ikabar*: How long do you think it will be before you can break through?

MO2_Ikabar says:
::frantically digging through the debris wondering where the heck the Engineering guys are::

CTO Llynisika says:
::nose wrinkles at the smell of burning wire, panels and such::

EO Enginebuster says:
::sees Hymes and catches up quickly::

MO2_Ikabar says:
*MO*:  I'm only about 1/4 way through.  Twenty more minutes maybe.

EO Ens Hymes says:
EO Enginebuster: over here.

MO Tymes says:
*Ikabar* Understood. I'll do what I can. Tymes out.

EO Enginebuster says:
::manages a breathless nod::

EO Ens Hymes says:
::tires to open the JF tubes::

CEO Davis says:
::tapping madly & wondering what to do next::

FCO Khrex says:
::trying to shake the cobwebs out of his clouded head::

CEO Davis says:
::watching the diagnostic screens::

EO Enginebuster says:
::scans the tube entrance with her tricorder::

CTO Llynisika says:
::Antennae twitch then seem to droop down.  No more twitching::

Host Gilles says:
ACTION: The COM remains silent

EO Ens Hymes says:
EO Enginebuster: Wanna give me a hand to get this tubes open.

MO2_Ikabar says:
::rips a tear in her uniform as she throws aside a piece of twisted metal::

MO Tymes says:
:: reaches the FCO, clearing away what debris she can to make him comfortable until help arrives ::

EO Ens Hymes says:
EO Enginebuster: Is it safe to take this tube.

CEO Davis says:
::sees magnetic residue in the flight recorder sensor log before the explosion::  Self: Crap!  *EOs and MOs* Davis to all Engineering and Medical Teams.....   USE EXTREAME CAUTION!  Tricorders are going to be useless up there.

MO Tymes says:
:: presses a hypo to his neck, injecting something for the pain ::

FCO Khrex says:
::sees someone reach him pinned under his console::

MO2_Ikabar says:
*CEO*:  Acknowledged.  ::starting to doubt they will ever get there anyway::

EO Ens Hymes says:
*CEO*: yes sir.

Host Gilles says:
ACTION: The debris on the stairwell to the bridge has been removed by 1/2

MO2_Ikabar says:
::keeps digging::

CEO Davis says:
::moves over to where the relief helmsman is::  Relief FCO: Find us a safe place to sit.... Sensors are dead, so you'll have to guess....

EO Enginebuster says:
::hesitates but answers:: EO: Erratic readings, but it is debris filled. Should be passable with some work though.

CEO Davis says:
::Taps madly on the FCO's panel and tries to establish navigational sensors via the deflector::

MO Tymes says:
*CEO* Acknowledged. I am using the emergency medical supplies to stabilize the wounded. But Ensign...I need those MO's up here.

EO Ens Hymes says:
::runs back to ME and grabs some phasers::

MO2_Ikabar says:
:: perspiring profusely as she digs through the debris::

CEO Davis says:
Computer: Reroute Auxiliary power to the Navigational Deflector and rig for short range....

FCO Khrex says:
::coughs out dust and other small particles::

Host Gilles says:
<Computer> CEO: Power routed.

EO Ens Hymes says:
EO Enginebuster: Here take this phaser will have to use them to clear the way.

CEO Davis says:
Computer: Reengage....

MO Tymes says:
FCO: It's OK, Lieutenant. It's Doctor Tymes. You will be more comfortable if you just lie still.

EO Enginebuster says:
::takes the phaser::

MO2_Ikabar says:
::wonders if transporters are working, then realizes that if they were somebody would have beamed them all in there already::

EO Enginebuster says:
::pushes her hair back and flips the power level up::

EO Ens Hymes says:
::sets phaser to low power::

MO Tymes says:
:: moves across the bridge toward the TAC station ::

EO Ens Hymes says:
EO Enginebuster: ok let’s go.

FCO Khrex says:
MO: Need... ::coughs:: ..to get out.

CEO Davis says:
*Tymes* Damage Control is moving as quick as possible.  We can't use site to site because of Electromagnetic interference....

Host Gilles says:
<Computer> CEO: Navigational systems are transferred

EO Enginebuster says:
::nods and follows::

CTO Llynisika says:
::Moans softly and begins to stir::

MO Tymes says:
:: feels for a pulse on the CTO ::

EO Ens Hymes says:
::stars to walk up the tube::

MO Tymes says:
*CEO* Understood. :: sighs ::

CEO Davis says:
::jogs back over to where the Temp Helm station and looks::

CTO Llynisika says:
Outloud: Uhhhhhhnnh

MO2_Ikabar says:
::still digging frantically along with several other medics::

MO2_Ikabar says:
*MO*:  We've got it!

MO Tymes says:
CTO: Easy, Lieutenant. You are severely injured. Just lay still.

CTO Llynisika says:
::Feels something touch her, tries to grab for it::

MO2_Ikabar says:
::gives the hatch a push::

FCO Khrex says:
::struggles against a piece of scrap. Trying desperately to get up::

MO Tymes says:
:: reaches into the medkit and grabs another injection for the CTO. Places the hypo to her neck and activates it ::

EO Enginebuster says:
::follows carefully, wrinkling her nose slightly at the amount of debris littering the tube::

CEO Davis says:
::sees that manual thruster control is restored, but the ship is still blind - sighs::  Relief FCO: Set thrusters for station keeping....

MO2_Ikabar says:
::pushes hard and is surprised when the hatch gives way::

CTO Llynisika says:
Outloud: Wha?  ::tries to sit up fast::

MO Tymes says:
:: looks back, noticing the hatch open ::

EO Ens Hymes says:
EO Enginebuster: How much do we have to go.

MO2_Ikabar says:
::climbs onto the bridge::

MO Tymes says:
Ikabar: See to Commander Stidd.

MO2_Ikabar says:
::looks around in shock at the damage::

EO Enginebuster says:
::looks at the useless tricorder:: EO: Unknown.

MO2_Ikabar says:
MO:  Right.  ::runs to the CSO::

CEO Davis says:
::moves back over to the master system display and taps madly::  Computer: Computer, Cut power to all non essential systems.  Switch to Reduced Power Flight Mode.

CTO Llynisika says:
::Leans off to the side, almost falling::

FCO Khrex says:
ALL: Could use some help.. ::cough:: ...over here.

MO Tymes says:
:: notices a few others ::

EO Enginebuster says:
::reaches a pile of debris and begins to pull some of it out of her way.::

MO Tymes says:
Hert: Hert, you take the XO.

EO Ens Hymes says:
Computer: Computer how far is to the bridge from our location.....

MO Tymes says:
<Hert> MO: Yes, ma'am.

CTO Llynisika says:
::Grabs her board and steadies herself::

MO2_Ikabar says:
::lays two fingers on the CSO's neck to get a pulse::

CEO Davis says:
::taps com badge:: *EOs and MOs* Damage Control and Medics...  Report.....

FCO Khrex says:
::waiting for someone to help him get loose::

MO Tymes says:
<Hert>:: Moves to the XO and feels for a pulse. Finding one, begins emergency first aid ::

EO Enginebuster says:
::continues to dig silently::

MO2_Ikabar says:
*CEO*:  We've just gained access

XO McGrady says:
::as the MO works on him::  Blabber:  Get that froggy...away...from penguin!

CTO Llynisika says:
::Looks around as her eyes focus.  Sees all kinds of action, smells something either burning or has burned::

CTO Llynisika says:
::A look of confusion as she realizes that there is no sound::

CEO Davis says:
::tapping on console::  *MO2* Setup triage in Cargo 2.  You should be able to use your tricorders there.

MO Tymes says:
*CEO* Ensign Davis, this is Lieutenant Tymes. The medical and engineering personnel have arrived. As soon as we can, we need to get some anti-grav gurneys up here to get the injured to sickbay.

EO Ens Hymes says:
EO Enginebuster: Were we were just going up we have to reach the bridge.

EO Enginebuster says:
::is getting frustrated::

MO2_Ikabar says:
*sickbay*:  Prepare cargo bay 2 for triage

FCO Khrex says:
::motions for someone to help him move the helm console for him to escape its confines::

CEO Davis says:
*MO* Negative Tymes....   The anti-gravs won't work...  Electromagnetic interference.... I'm afraid you're going to have to do it the old fashioned way....

CTO Llynisika says:
::feels her ears, they're still there.  Thumps her head, still nothing::

EO Enginebuster says:
Hymes: I'm trying, damnit! Just keep digging!

MO Tymes says:
Self: Great.

MO Tymes says:
:: begins her usual battering mumbles ::

MO2_Ikabar says:
::notices the CSO's pulse is slow but steady::

CEO Davis says:
::begins to think of a way to clear the ship of the electro magnetic interference::

Host Gilles says:
ACTION: All teams have reached the bridge.

MO2_Ikabar says:
CSO:  Can you hear me?  ::examines his body for injuries::

CEO Davis says:
::tapping madly::

EO Enginebuster says:
::manages to make a hole to climb through::

MO Tymes says:
ALL MO's: OK, let's get to work. Everyone take an officer and let's get to cargo bay two. I'll take the Captain.

EO Ens Hymes says:
::keeps going up::

FCO Khrex says:
::a couple of crewmen, help move the console on top of Khrex::

MO2_Ikabar says:
MO:  Are you sure it’s safe to move them?

CTO Llynisika says:
::Slowly turning, she sees all kinds of people, but still only silence::

EO Enginebuster says:
::slides through the hole and sees the bridge hatch ahead::

MO2_Ikabar says:
::finds pieces of debris in the CSO's back.  Prods gently to see how deeply embedded they are::

EO Enginebuster says:
::motions for Hymes to open the hatch::

FCO Khrex says:
::Gets up slowly, and dusts himself off, coughing::

EO Ens Hymes says:
::follows::

FCO Khrex says:
ALL: What in the blue hell was that?

EO Ens Hymes says:
::opens the hatch::

MO Tymes says:
Ikabar: We don't have much of a choice. We can't treat them here. Too many variables that can cause infection. And none of our equipment will be of any use within the electromagnetic field.

FCO Khrex says:
::coughs further::

EO Ens Hymes says:
EO Enginebuster: lets go.

MO2_Ikabar says:
::looks over at the FCO relieved that he is up and talking::

EO Enginebuster says:
::follows Hymes through::

CEO Davis says:
::snaps fingers::  Self: I've got it!!!  Zimmerman: You have the Conn Frank.  Keep trying the distress call....

MO2_Ikabar says:
FCO:  Can you get yourself to cargo bay 1?

CEO Davis says:
::grabs an engineering kit and dashes out the lower level door::

FCO Khrex says:
MO2: What's in cargo bay 1?

CEO Davis says:
::enters the shuttle bay::

EO Enginebuster says:
::runs a shaky hand through her now dusty hair as she looks around at the utter destruction around her::

EO Ens Hymes says:
::heads for the bridge::

MO2_Ikabar says:
FCO:  Medical care.  You look like you could use some.

CTO Llynisika says:
::Grabs at a Medic::  Ikabar: Why isn't there any noise?  ::antennae quiver when she can't hear her own voice::

Host Gilles says:
ACTION: The crew hears the sound of metal groaning. It is originating from the port side of the bridge.

MO2_Ikabar says:
::looks over at the port side and her eyes widen::

MO Tymes says:
:: snaps her head ::

FCO Khrex says:
::checks himself over, but hears the metal grinding::

CEO Davis says:
::jumps into a shuttle::  Computer: Computer, establish computer to computer uplink between USS Pharaoh and shuttlepod 1.

MO Tymes says:
ALL MO's: We gotta move...now. That didn't sound good.

FCO Khrex says:
MO2: That can wait. I'm fine, but in a few moments these people here won't be.

MO2_Ikabar says:
::motions for another medic to help her carry Stidd to the cargo bay::

EO Enginebuster says:
::hears the noise and cautiously approaches the area in question::

CEO Davis says:
::growing frustrated at the computer lag::  Computer: Computer...  Respond!!!

CTO Llynisika says:
::Grabs Ikabar’s arm tighter:: Ikabar: What happened?  I can't hear you

Host Gilles says:
<Computer> CEO: Unable to establish link... communication system damaged

MO Tymes says:
:: moves to the CO, carefully lifting him up ::

EO Ens Hymes says:
EO Enginebuster: That does not sound good.

CEO Davis says:
::pounds console:: Self: DAMNIT!!!!!

EO Enginebuster says:
All: We need you all to evacuate the bridge!

MO Tymes says:
<Hert>:: lifts the XO, slinging him over his shoulder and stepping toward the exit ::

MO2_Ikabar says:
::tries to calm the CTO::  CTO:  An explosion.  We have to move you.

Host Gilles says:
ACTION: The groaning continues to grow at an exponential rate.

MO2_Ikabar says:
::with the help of another MO they carefully pick up the CSO and move to the exit::

CTO Llynisika says:
::Looks confused at Ikabar::  Ikabar: What?

CEO Davis says:
::jumps out of the shuttle and grabs a ODN diagnostic cable in the shuttle bay and connects to the data port of the shuttle::

EO Enginebuster says:
*CEO*: The bridge is in danger of imminent collapse, Sir!

FCO Khrex says:
::walks over to the CTO::

FCO Khrex says:
MO2: I'll carry her out.

EO Ens Hymes says:
EO Enginebuster: Lets go, we have to reach the bridge.

FCO Khrex says:
::picks up the CTO carefully::

MO2_Ikabar says:
::nods at the FCO hoping he can manage::

CEO Davis says:
::looks up in shock at hearing Enginebuster::  *Zimmerman* Frank...  Tell me the transporters are working..... 

FCO Khrex says:
MO2: Come on, let's go!!!

CTO Llynisika says:
FCO: What happened? It's quiet

FCO Khrex says:
::walks carefully towards an exit::

CEO Davis says:
::connects the ODN cable to the diagnostic port in the shuttle bay, then moves to the shuttle bay control room::

MO2_Ikabar says:
::gestures for the other MO's to move the remaining crew::

FCO Khrex says:
CTO: I wish I knew, Lieutenant... I wish I knew...

CEO Davis says:
Computer: Computer: Establish computer linkup with shuttle pod 1 via ODN diagnostic trunk

EO Ens Hymes says:
EO Enginebuster: Not good, hold on there, what do we do?  Should we head for the bridge or go back?

CTO Llynisika says:
::Stands shakily, leans slightly on Khrex.  Look of confusion on her face, antennae quivering more and more::

FCO Khrex says:
::exits the bridge into a corridor::

Host Gilles says:
<Computer> CEO: Link now established

CEO Davis says:
Computer: Transfer Shuttle controls to Shuttle Bay Control Tower.

CEO Davis says:
::opens the shuttle bay doors::

CTO Llynisika says:
FCO: Captain!  Where is he?  ::Strains, trying to go back.  Tactical training kicking in::

CEO Davis says:
*EOs/MOs* Report.....

FCO Khrex says:
::looks around::

FCO Khrex says:
::doesn't see::

EO Enginebuster says:
::begins to try to stabilize the bridge and can't::

MO2_Ikabar says:
::sees that the CO is picked up by yet two more medics::

FCO Khrex says:
SELF: Snoozle!

CTO Llynisika says:
::Trying to shake off Khrex' hand::

CEO Davis says:
*EOs/MOs* Report Damnit!

EO Ens Hymes says:
EO Enginebuster: Try to burn through it with the phaser.

MO2_Ikabar says:
*CEO*:  We have all the injured off the bridge and are taking them to the cargo bay

EO Enginebuster says:
::begins to help evacuate the bridge::

CEO Davis says:
*MO2* Clear the Bridge!

EO Ens Hymes says:
::stars to help clear the bridge::

MO2_Ikabar says:
::hurries off the bridge behind the injured and medics::

CEO Davis says:
::dashes out not being able to open the shuttle bay doors::  Self: I guess we're just going to be blind and deaf for a while::

CTO Llynisika says:
::Sees the Captain and relaxes in Khrex' arms::

EO Enginebuster says:
::follows the last of the crew off of the bridge::

FCO Khrex says:
CTO: Hopefully, someone's got him. Come on, we're almost at the cargo bay.

Host Gilles says:
ACTION: The rush of displaced air and the shattering of over-stressed metal combines into an awesome roar as the entire port side of the bridge breaks off with a sudden tearing wrench, sending the ship into a series of erratic dips and spins.

MO2_Ikabar says:
::nearly falls as she's walking along::

EO Ens Hymes says:
::runs for the exit::

CTO Llynisika says:
::Looks at Khrex, shakes her head::

Host Gilles says:
ACTION: EO Hymes is pulled in the vacuum of space

CEO Davis says:
::jogs through the corridor, crawling through jefferies tubes to get to the bridge - is swept off feet and sent slamming into a bulk head::  *Relief FCO* INERTIAL DAMPENERS TO FULL!!!

EO Enginebuster says:
::struggles to seal off the hatch::

Host Gilles says:
ACTION: The pressure builds in his body and EO Hymes explodes

CTO Llynisika says:
::Thrust into Khrex as the ship lurches::

FCO Khrex says:
::slightly falls to one knee as the ship lurches::

EO Enginebuster says:
::shoves the hatch closed....she hopes::

MO2_Ikabar says:
::checks with cargo bay 1 to make sure they are ready for the influx of injured::

FCO Khrex says:
::takes the final few steps into cargo bay 1::

CEO Davis says:
::reaches Enginebuster and tries to help the EO::

Host Gilles says:
ACTION: EO Enginebuster barely succeeds in closing the emergency hatch

CTO Llynisika says:
::Goes in with Khrex and looks around at everyone, still wondering where the noise is::  FCO: This is wrong.  

EO Enginebuster says:
::breathes a sigh of relief as a tear rolls silently down her cheek in silent tribute to her fallen comrade::

MO2_Ikabar says:
<crack medical team>::dashes forward to help settle the wounded::

CTO Llynisika says:
::looks him in the eye::  FCO:  Too quiet  ::then looks away::

CEO Davis says:
Enginebuster: Status report....

Host Gilles says:
ACTION: The ship's inertial dampeners are now working and the ship is now stable and immobile.

CEO Davis says:
::feels the inertial dampeners come back online::  All: Excellent timing.....

EO Enginebuster says:
::catches her breath and eyes the CEO::

FCO Khrex says:
::looks her in the eye, and looks away, composes himself and carefully pries the CTO off him and gently places her onto an emergency bed::

EO Enginebuster says:
CEO: Hymes is dead, Sir. The bridge module has been broken in half.

FCO Khrex says:
CTO: You'll be alright. We're safe now.

CEO Davis says:
::sigh::  EO: Did we loose anyone else?

MO2_Ikabar says:
<crack medical team>::starts scanning the wounded::

FCO Khrex says:
::motions for a medic to take a look at the CTO::

EO Enginebuster says:
CEO: Port side is now free floating in space.

CTO Llynisika says:
::Still looking around, doesn't hear Khrex::

EO Enginebuster says:
::shakes her head:: CEO: I'm not sure, Sir.

CEO Davis says:
::begins to climb down to deck two::

EO Enginebuster says:
::follows her boss::

Host Gilles says:
ACTION: Chairs, PADDs and other debris float outside the Pharaoh.

CEO Davis says:
EO: Ok.... Next is to regain our eyes and ears...   Get a damage control party together and reestablish short range sensors and communications.

EO Enginebuster says:
::nods grimly:: CEO: Aye, Sir.

MO2_Ikabar says:
::notes that the XO has numerous broken bones::

CEO Davis says:
EO: And see that the rest of Deck One is evacuated immediately.....

CEO Davis says:
::jumps off on the deck of Deck Two::

MO2_Ikabar says:
::notes that the CSO is still unconscious and has pieces of stuff sticking out of his back::

CEO Davis says:
::heads back towards Engineering::

Host Gilles says:
ACTION: A heard of a dozen or so voles run past the CEO and head towards a Jeffries tube

EO Enginebuster says:
::calls security and begins to relay instructions for the evacuation plan::

EO Enginebuster says:
::looks disgusted but keeps talking::

CEO Davis says:
::shakes head, walking fast::  Voles: I bet you buggers had something to do with this didn't ya...... 

MO2_Ikabar says:
::directs the medical team as they begin treatment.  Focuses her attention on the CSO since he is so difficult to diagnose::

FCO Khrex says:
::stays with the CTO as no medic is currently available::

EO Enginebuster says:
::that finished begins to coordinate the repairs as ordered>

CEO Davis says:
::changes direction and heads for Cargo 2::

MO2_Ikabar says:
::scans the CSO with her tricorder trying to determine if he has internal injuries::

Host Gilles says:
ACTION: The Pharaoh is stopped in space by a tractor beam

CEO Davis says:
::enters the cargo bay - feeling the ship lurch slightly::

MO2_Ikabar says:
::gently begins removing the pieces of debris from the CSO's back::

FCO Khrex says:
::Sees the CEO enter::

CEO Davis says:
Self: What now....  MO2: Report.....

CTO Llynisika says:
::Starts to move around, feels the ship lurch:: Outloud: Feels like someone has us

FCO Khrex says:
CEO: What's going on, J.D.?

MO2_Ikabar says:
*CEO*:   No one is dead yet.  Too busy to talk.

CEO Davis says:
FCO: We're blind as a bat and deaf as a post....   

MO2_Ikabar says:
::continues pulling pieces of plastic and metal out of the CSO, stopping occasionally to staunch the green blood flow::

CTO Llynisika says:
::Moves over towards the medic working on McGrady::

FCO Khrex says:
CEO: That's not good.

CEO Davis says:
::sees the CTO::  CTO: Thank God!  You’re up and moving.....  

MO2_Ikabar says:
::gently prods the CSO's back for any pieces she may have missed::

CTO Llynisika says:
::Checks the Medic, then makes her way to another medic::

FCO Khrex says:
CEO: She should be lying still, resting, though.

MO2_Ikabar says:
::checks the CSO's pulse.  Still slow and steady.  Figures it must be a Vulcan thingy::

CEO Davis says:
FCO: I couldn't agree more...   Y'all all should....   ::motions to the CTO:: MO2: Hypo......

Host Gilles says:
ACTION: The sound of a cutting laser can be heard in the aft section of the Pharaoh. The cutting is definitely coming from the outside.

CTO Llynisika says:
:: Starts and looks around, faint sounds::

CEO Davis says:
::hears a cutting sound::  

FCO Khrex says:
CEO: What the hell is that?

MO2_Ikabar says:
::is about to ask the CEO what he wants a hypo for but a strange sound causes her to pause::

FCO Khrex says:
CEO: We've got no sensors?

CEO Davis says:
Self: Crap...   Computer: Security Alert Level 1.  

CEO Davis says:
::dashes out not answering the FCO::

FCO Khrex says:
::runs out following the CEO::

CEO Davis says:
::stops someone in the corridor::  Crewman: Tricorder.....   ::holds out hand::

Host Gilles says:
ACTION: The ship's Deuterium storage is cut off the ship.

CTO Llynisika says:
::Looks at the others, turns to face the same way::

MO2_Ikabar says:
::yells after the FCO as he runs out::  FCO:  You should be still.  You've had a head injury

CTO Llynisika says:
::Moves to follow the FCO::

FCO Khrex says:
::didn't hear the MO2's sound advice::

CEO Davis says:
::takes the tricorder from the crewman and sees that the deuterium tank has been removed::  Self: What?

MO2_Ikabar says:
::figures there is nothing she more she can do for the CSO so moves toward the medic treating the XO::

CTO Llynisika says:
::Shakes her head, wishing the bugs would go away, their buzzing getting annoying::

CEO Davis says:
::sees the CTO and FCO approaching::  CTO/FCO: Back to the cargo bay... Both of you.....  

EO Enginebuster says:
::continues her repairs impervious to everything that is going on around her::

FCO Khrex says:
CEO: I'm coming with you. I'm fine.

CTO Llynisika says:
CEO: What's going on?  ::thumps her ears, trying to clear them::

Host Gilles says:
ACTION: The crew disappears from the ship and appears in another dark cargo bay. It is empty and mold can be seen on the walls. All 37 crew are there

MO2_Ikabar says:
::looks around in surprise::  All:  Dammit.

MO2_Ikabar says:
::looks around for the medical supplies::

FCO Khrex says:
::looks around, realizes he spoke too soon::

CEO Davis says:
::begins to walk down the corridor and is whisked away - looks at surroundings, functioning tricorder still in hand::

FCO Khrex says:
CEO/CTO: Great...

FCO Khrex says:
::turns around and sees the CTO::

FCO Khrex says:
CTO: You should be resting...

Host Krumargnen says:
ACTION: A large 7 foot Orion step through the door of the cargo bay a force field appears in front of him.

Host Krumargnen says:
All: Greetings Mammals.

MO2_Ikabar says:
::looks up and thinks:  Oh crap::

FCO Khrex says:
::looks up::

CSO Stidd says:
::In something just above a whisper with a raspy voice :: All: Slap me.

CEO Davis says:
::steps forward::  Krumargnen: Greetings yourself....  Can you tell me where we are?

MO2_Ikabar says:
::moves over to the CSO::

CEO Davis says:
Krumargnen: and who you might be?

CTO Llynisika says:
::Stops and turns to see where they are::  FCO: This doesn't feel like testing  ::hearing some, but getting things wrong::

FCO Khrex says:
SELF: Holy 7-foot humanoid alien!!

MO2_Ikabar says:
::whispers::  CSO:  Your conscious?

Host Krumargnen says:
::smiles showing his dilithium tooth:: CEO: I is Krumargnen... .And YOU are salvage:: rubs hands together::

Host Krumargnen says:
<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<< Pause Mission >>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>

